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Puriyadha Puthir is a 2017 Tamil-language Indian action film directed by Alex Peradeniya.The film features Vikranth and Simran in the lead roles while Santhanam, Vela
Ramamoorthy, Pasupathy, and Nassar play supporting roles. Written by S. Ramesh, the film began production in November 2015.On 6 October 2016, the team released the first
poster featuring the leading actors. The film was released on 9 April 2017. You can download Puriyadha Puthir 2017 Full Movie 720p, 1080p HEVC, HDrip 6.9/10 IMDB,
Language:Tamil, Genre:Action, Drama, Biography, Crime Quality : 720p, 1080p HEVCDownload our app on your Apple and Android. Written and directed by Alex Peradeniya,
Puriyadha Puthir is a 2017 Tamil action film starring Vikranth in the lead role while Simran plays his love interest. The film, in a combination of genres, also marks the first Tamil-
language film directed by the former Chief Co-ordinating Officer of the Sri Lanka Army. The supporting cast consists of Pasupathy, Nassar, Santhanam, Vela Ramamoorthy and
Anjali, with S. Ramesh, Vinu Chakravarthy and Sayee G. Sabhaaraswathi making their acting debuts. Suffering from insomnia, a singer named Bharathi (Vikranth) falls for a doctor
named Dr. Puriyadha (Simran), but ultimately has to choose between the two, as he is forced to battle a wealthy drug lord, who threatens to kidnap Simran and use her organs to
sell to the highest bidder. With the help of Dr. Puriyadha, Bharathi pretends to be a transgender so as to avoid the drug lord. Puriyadha Puthir is one of the most popular movies of
2018. It is a Tamil movie download. It is a Tamil drama movie. English is one of the official languages of India. Its original title in Tamil is "Mosaic". Puriyadha Puthir [2018] Hindi
Dubbed Full Movie of Hd Pics HD Full Video Movie Download Indian Movies Watch on Mobile, Tamil Movies or TV Serials now.
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